Case Study
X-Analysis

Davies Turner Sees Long-Term Future with
IBM i and X-Analysis
X-Analysis provided instant documentation of the entire application, helping Davies Turner take
complete control of development.

X-Analysis
Key Functionality
Automated graphical
documentation
Extraction of business
rules from RPG/COBOL
Powerful Impact Analysis
Design, quality and
complexity metrics
Extraction of relational data
models from RPG/COBOL/
SYNON engineering efforts
Automated RPG/COBOL/
SYNON and DB Conversion

Background
Davies Turner was founded in 1870 to ship the belongings of Victorian adventurers to the farthest
corners of the world. Even today, the company remains a family owned and managed group, offering
an award winning and diverse portfolio of international surface and air transport services world wide.
With three distinct operating businesses and 25 offices throughout the UK, as well as in Dublin and
Paris, the company has approximately 700 employees and an annual turnover of approximately 150
million Euros.
The business is run on two iSeries model 820s with the majority of applications written in RPG. They
are all custom applications that cover transport, warehousing, logistics, world-wide-movers and
financials. All IT development is done in house. Most IT staff are under 35, have been trained in house
and had not developed in RPG prior to working in the IT department at Davies Turner.

Challenge
All applications were traditionally written in RPG but there was increasing demand to build Webbased applications. The RPG legacy applications represent over 15 years of development. Davies
Turner needed to help new developers become productive in maintaining existing applications in
the original RPG. They also needed to modernize parts of the application and build new Web-based
applications to meet with customer expectations and requirements. Davies Turner tried other options
but found they were not productive enough and would require substantial retraining of staff.
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Solution
X-Analysis provided Davies Turner with instant documentation of the entire application. This helped
them take complete control of their legacy applications, and improved the quality of the development
process through understanding and knowledge.

Results
Davies Turner has successfully deployed new development staff productively on their legacy
applications in a very short time, and with confidence. X-Analysis has also helped the company think
and design in a more structured and integrated way through the high-level graphical analysis and
data modeling capabilities it provides. At a detail level, developers are able to make changes with
accuracy and confidence because of the uniquely detailed cross-reference repository and impact
analysis functionality.

“X-Analysis has allowed
us to use the strength and
reliability of the iSeries and
give the business and our
clients access to their data
from our Web site.”
- Davies Turner

Davies Turner has developed a number of Web-based projects, including track and trace for their
surface freight clients. The company is also engaged in modernizing some of its traditional legacy
applications into J2EE-MVC applications. The challenge for Davies Turner thereafter will be to
enhance the converted JSF and Servlet based interfaces using Eclipse and IBM’s plug-ins such as
WDSc. X-Analysis will help Davies Turner get into WDSc, RSE and Java development more quickly
and efficiently.
Being able to cross-reference Java and RPG together using X-Analysis has completely changed
developer attitudes. Davies Turner developers are now excited about current and future work and the
company can continue to exploit its long standing investment in iSeries for many years to come.

About Fresche Legacy
“Being able to crossreference Java and RPG
together using X-Analysis
has completely changed
our developers’ attitudes.
They now are excited
about current and
future work and Davies
Turner can continue to
exploit its long-standing
investment in iSeries for
many years to come.”
- Davies Turner

We specialize in helping companies achieve their business goals and outcomes by better managing,
enhancing and evolving their IBM i application environments. Companies can count on Fresche for
complete management and modernization solutions, including planning and analysis, application and
database modernization, onsite development and deployment, complete project management and
ongoing application support. We transform traditional 5250 systems – modernizing, connecting and
extending them to meet today’s end users’ expectations. Companies running RPG, COBOL, CA 2E
SYNON and Java applications can rely on us for comprehensive, automated solutions that optimize
IBM i systems and help take advantage of technologies such as Web, Mobile, Cloud and RPGOA on
the IBM i. Our complete portfolio:
•
•
•
•

Strategy and Discovery services for planning and starting your modernization effort
Innovative products that provide a 360-degree view of your environment and automate UI,
application and database modernization
Modernization services to help you carry out your modernization project and achieve
your business goals
Application Support Services focused on helping you improve productivity, enhance business
process and optimize your application environment Support Center.
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